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Abstract 

Key management is the basis of many security mechanisms and services in wireless 

sensor networks (WSN). Random key predistribution scheme is widely considered as the 

most practical for WSN. However, this scheme faces the challenge that it cannot achieve 

the ideal security connectivity and strong resilience against node capture simultaneously. 

To address this limitation, an improved random key predistribution scheme using 

deployment knowledge is proposed in this paper. Firstly, sensor nodes are divided into 

different groups according to their location expected. And the key pool is grouped into 

key pool subsets accordingly. To realize the communication between adjacent groups, the 

corresponding key pool subsets have a certain degree of overlapping. For all keys, there 

is no limitation on key reuse. Neighboring nodes sharing q common keys will establish 

secure link with high probability. Moreover, our scheme inherits the advantage of q-

composite random key predistribution scheme that it can maintain security even if some 

nodes are captured. Theoretical analysis and simulation experiments show that the 

improved scheme performs well on network connectivity and resilience. 

 

Keywords: wireless sensor networks, key management, key predistribution, random key 

predistribution, deployment knowledge 

 

1. Introduction 

With the development of embedded technology, wireless communication technology 

and sensor technology, WSN has been widely used in many fields. Because of open 

deployment environment, dynamic topology structure, limited resources and energy, 

sensor nodes are faced with more threat. Security problem has become the important 

factor for WSN large-scale application. Key management is the cornerstone of many 

security services such as authentication and encryption. A critical task of key management 

is to establish a communication key between two sensor nodes in the network. 

WSN usually consists of a large number of sensor nodes with resources strictly 

constrained. Due to high demand on node storage, computing, communication and energy 

consumption, asymmetric key management scheme is currently considered not suitable 

for WSN. Among various symmetric key management schemes, the most simple solution 

is that all nodes use the same key. Each node only needs to store one key. The storage 

complexity is minimum, but the resilience against nodes capture is the worst. If one node 

is compromised, the whole network is threatened. Another typical solution is that each 

node stores N-1 keys for secure communication with other N-1 nodes, where N is the total 
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number of nodes. In this scheme, some nodes captured will not affect secure 

communication between other nodes; but the storage complexity is O(N) not suitable for 

large-scale WSN. In WSN, adjacent nodes communicate directly; nodes far away from 

each other communicate by intermediate nodes. It is not necessary to create a session key 

for each pair of nodes, then random key distribution scheme[1][2] is proposed. Keys are 

selected randomly from key pool to compose key ring for each node. Nodes hold the same 

keys with certain probability and generate a session key using the same ones. Although 

random key management scheme cannot ensure that any two adjacent nodes establish 

secure link, but it reduces the node storage complexity, computational complexity and 

communication complexity. It is considered as the most suitable key management scheme 

for WSN. 

However, random key management scheme cannot guarantee high security 

connectivity and strong resilience against node capture at the same time. Take q-

composite random key predistribution scheme for example, on the premise of generating 

key pool and node’s key ring with fixed size: to improve the security connectivity, q 

should be reduced; to strengthen the resilience against node capture, q should be 

increased. The contradiction between security connectivity and resilience has brought 

great challenge for research on random key management. 

 

2. Related Work 

Eschenauer and Gligor [1] first proposed a random key predistribution scheme called 

EG scheme for short. In this scheme, some keys were selected randomly from a key pool 

to set up key ring for each node, and any two nodes shared at least one key can establish a 

secure link. Based on EG scheme, Chan et al. [2] proposed a q-composite random key 

predistribution scheme called CPS scheme for short. They extend the number of common 

keys for secure communication from 1 to q. These random solutions suppose sensor nodes 

are deployed randomly, and they do not take into account the wireless communication 

range when establishing secure links. 

In many practical applications, the deployment location of sensor node can be designed 

in advance and realized by casting at fixed points. It is more necessary for heterogeneous 

WSN, which not only can double the network transmission rate and prolong the network 

life cycle [3], but also achieve the optimal configuration of different types of nodes [4][5]. 

To improve the network connectivity, targeted key distribution for nodes is carried out by 

using deployment knowledge. 

Du et al. [6] proposed a random key predistribution scheme using deployment 

knowledge. They divide physical area into square grids. Accordingly, the key pool is 

divided into key pool subset. There is a one-to-one correspondence between grid cells and 

key pool subsets. Key pool subsets corresponding to neighboring gird cells are called 

neighboring key pool subsets, which have a overlapping degree. However, no key is 

shared by more than two neighboring key pool subsets. Jaworski et al. [7] divided 

physical area and key pool into hexagon grids. For nodes to be deployed in given region, 

keys are selected randomly from the corresponding key pool subset and six adjacent 

subsets, i.e., key can be used up to seven times. Mittal and Novales [8] partitioned the 

deployment area into a grid of rectangular regions and combined neighboring regions into 

different types of clusters, each of which has an associated key space. The key spaces of 

all clusters are mutually exclusive, so sensor nodes belonging to nonneighboring regions 

do not share keys. 

Most of these key predistribution schemes using deployment knowledge are based on 

EG scheme, i.e., any nodes in communication range shared one key can establish a secure 

link. Moreover, due to the use of plane figure for describing the key group, these schemes 

have different degrees of limitation on keys reuse, which actually goes against the random 

key distribution. 
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3. Improvement on CPS Scheme using Deployment Knowledge 

Since CPS scheme is much stronger against node capture on a small scale than EG 

scheme, and the deployment knowledge of sensor nodes is helpful to improve the 

network’s connectivity, we put them together to get better resilience and connectivity at 

the same time. In particular, there is no limit on key reuse, which is designed to ensure 

uniform key distribution, i.e., each key has an equal probability of being assigned to a 

node. 

In order to express clearly, symbols for subsequent use are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Notation 

Symbol Definition 

IDki the short identifier of key ki 

IDNi the short identifier of node Ni 

ki the ith key in key pool 

m the number of keys in a node’s key ring 

Ni the ith sensor node in WSN 

Pin the probability of any two nodes in a group to set up a secure link 

Pcro the probability of any two nodes from neighboring groups to set up a secure link 

Pglo the global connectivity 

Pcom the probability of any secure link independent of captured nodes is compromised 

q the lower limit on the number of shared keys to establish a secure link 

q
’
 the actual number of keys shared by both ends of a secure link 

q
’’
 the number of keys shared by neighboring key pool subsets 

S the original cryptographic key pool 

|S| the number of keys in S 

|Ssub| the number of keys in key pool subset Ssub 

 
3.1. Description of the Improved Scheme 

The goal of this improved scheme is to allow sensor nodes to find q common keys with 

each of their neighbors after deployment. Our scheme follows the three-phase model 

including key predistribution, shared-key discovery, and path-key establishment. Because 

of using deployment knowledge, the first phase is considerably different from CPS 

scheme. Moreover, without restriction on key reuse, the first phase is also different from 

those key predistribution schemes using deployment knowledge already existed. 

 

3.1.1. Initialization and Key Predistribution Phase: This phase is conducted before 

sensors are deployed. Sensor nodes to be deployed are randomly divided into u v  groups 

Gi,j with the same size where 1 i u   and 1 j v  . Each group of nodes are broadcasted 

from the deploying point arranged in a grid. The location of nodes in a group follow 

uniform distribution, so a node belonging to a given group can be anywhere in the 

corresponding region with the same probability. Similarly, the key pool S  is divided into 

u v  key pool subsets Si,j  with the same size where 1 i u   and 1 j v  . Si,j is used by 

nodes in group Gi,j. Key pool subsets are called neighbors, if the corresponding node 

groups are deployed in neighboring grid cells. 

1) Describing key pool subset: To realize the unlimited key reuse, we adopt 

hypergraph to depict key pool subsets. In mathematics, a hypergraph is a generalization of 

a graph, where an edge can connect any number of vertices. Formally, a hypergraph H is a 

pair H=(X, E) where X is a set of elements called vertices, and E is a set of non-empty 

subsets of X called hyperedges. When it comes to the key pool of WSN, as shown in 

Figure.1, vertex denotes key and hyperedge denotes key pool subset, where X={k1, k2, …, 

k|S|}, E={S1,1, S1,2, …, S1,v, …, Su,1, Su,2, …, Su,v}. Since each key pool subset has the same 

size, the hypergraph below is actually a k-uniform hypergraph. 
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Figure 1. Describing Key Pool Subset by a Hypergraph 

2) Setting up key pool subset: For simplicity, all key pool subsets are supposed to be 

in the same size, i.e., 
sub

| |
| |

S
S

u v


 . Take the establishment of adjacent key pool subsets ,i jS
 

and , 1i jS   for example: firstly, sub| |S  distinct keys are randomly selected from the key pool 

S  to make up ,i jS
; and q  keys denoted as qS

 are randomly selected from ,i jS
 to be part of 

, 1i jS  ; then sub| |S q  distinct keys are randomly selected from qS S
 and added into , 1i jS  . 

With this, neighboring key pool subsets ,i jS
 and , 1i jS   are set up, ensuring the number of 

shared keys no less than q  and unlimited key reuse. 

3) Key predistribution: After the key pool subsets are set up, for each sensor node in 

the deployment group Gi,j, m keys are randomly selected from the corresponding key pool 

subset Si,j to make the node’s key ring. Then, these keys and their short identifiers are 

loaded into the memory of node. 

 

3.1.2. Share-Key Discovery Phase: In the share-key discovery phase, each node 

discovers all keys shared with each of its neighbors. This can be accomplished with a 

simple local broadcast of all key identifiers that a node possesses. The message receiver 

compares the identifiers of its key ring with the key identifiers broadcasted. If the number 

of common keys (denoted as 'q ) is more than q , the receiver would store the shared-key 

(including all common keys) with the sender’s identifier and feedback the shared-key 

with its node identifier to the sender. Figure 2 shows the process of shared-key discovery. 

sender receiver

Find common keys {IDkj+1, …, IDkj+q’}

Store ({kj+1, …, kj+q’}, IDNsender )

Store ({kj+1, …, kj+q’}, IDNreceiver )

Broadcast its key ring {IDki+1,…,IDki+m}

Reply with the shared-key {IDkj+1,…,IDkj+q’}

q’≥q

Yes

control flow

information flow

 

Figure  2. The Process of Shared-Key Discovery 
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The shared-key discovery phase establishes all secure links, both ends of which share 

at least q keys. A new session key K is generated by hash function using the shared-key, 

e.g., K=hash(k1||k2||…||kq’). Each node has a local topology information. 
 

3.1.3. Path-key Establishment Phase: The path-key establish phase assigns a path-key 

to any two nodes far away but are connected by two or more secure links. Assume the 

communication path is Ni→v1→v2→…→Nj: firstly, Ni selects q keys at random from its 

key ring as the path-key; then, it sends these keys to v1 using the secure link between Ni 

and v1; v1 forwards them to v2 using the secure link between v1 and v2 and so on until Nj 

receives the path-key from Ni. It’s important to note that path-key is transmitted in the 

form of key itself instead of key identifier. There are two reasons: for one thing, Nj cannot 

recognize all these q keys merely according to their short identifiers; for another, the 

communication path from Ni to Nj is composed of secure links ensuring the path-key 

security. 

To find secure multi-hop communication paths for any two nodes, the easiest way is 

flooding. As shown in [6], most of these multi-hop paths are within three hops. Therefore, 

the lifetime of flooding messages can be limited to reduce flooding overhead. 

 

3.2. Evaluation of the Improved Scheme 

By analyzing the relationship among parameters such as the key pool size, the 

overlapping degree of neighboring key pool subsets, the node’s key ring size, q, and the 

probability of any two nodes connected, we evaluate network connectivity and resilience 

against node capture of the improved scheme. 

 

3.2.1. Local Connectivity: Local connectivity refers to the probability of any two nodes 

within the wireless communication range establish a secure link. Suppose the wireless 

communication radius is bigger than the diagonal of two adjacent grid cells. Generally 

speaking, the wireless communication radius of sensor node is from dozens of meters to a 

few hundred meters. According to subsequent parameters settings, this assumption is 

reasonable. Since sensor nodes are divided into groups, local connectivity is analyzed 

under two conditions: nodes in the same group and nodes from neighboring groups. 

1) Connectivity in a group: Let in ( )p i  be the probability that any two nodes in a group 

have i keys in common. There are sub| |S  keys in each key pool subset, and m keys in each 

node’s key ring. Any given nodes has sub| |

m

SC
 different ways of picking its m keys from the 

key pool subset. So there are sub

2

| |( )m

SC
 ways for two nodes in the same group to form their 

key rings. Suppose these two nodes have i keys in common. There are sub| |

i

SC
 ways to pick 

the i common keys. After the i common keys have been picked, there remain 2( )m i  

distinct keys in the two key rings that have to be picked from the remaining key pool 

subset. The number of ways to do this is sub

2( )

| |

m i

S iC 

 . The 2( )m i  distinct keys must be 

distributed to the two nodes equally. The number of such equal distributions is 2( )

m i

m iC 

 . The 

total number of ways to choose two key rings with i keys in common is the product of the 

terms above, i.e., sub sub

2( )

| | | | 2( )

i m i m i

S S i m iC C C 

  
. Hence, we have the probability that any two nodes in 

a group have i keys in common 

sub sub

sub

2( )

| | | | 2( )

in 2

| |

( )
( )

i m i m i

S S i m i

m

S

C C C
p i

C

 

  
 .                                                                                                (1) 

The probability of any two nodes in a group to form a secure link is 
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Figure 3 shows the relationship between the local connectivity within a group and q. 

Pin decreases as q increases. When q values the half length of node’s key ring, Pin gets 

close to 0. 
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Figure 3. Local Connectivity within a Group (Pin) 

2) Connectivity between neighboring groups: Let cro ( )p i  be the probability that any 

two nodes from neighboring groups have i keys in common. Suppose adjacent key pool 

subsets share ''q  keys denoted as ''qS
 where ''q q . There are ''

i

qC
 ways to pick the i 

common keys. After the i common keys have been picked, for one node, the remaining 
m i  distinct keys in its key ring can be picked from its remaining key pool subset; then 

for the other, the remaining m i  distinct keys in its key ring can only be picked from its 

key pool subset except for ''qS
. The order can be reversed. So the total number of ways to 

pick the remaining distinct keys in node’s key ring is sub sub| | | | ''2 ( )m i m i

S i S qC C 

  
. The probability 

that any two nodes from neighboring groups share i keys is 

sub sub

sub

'' | | | | ''

cro 2

| |

2
( )

( )

i m i m i

q S i S q

m

S

C C C
p i

C

 

  
 .                                                                                                (3) 

The probability of any two nodes from neighboring groups to form a secure link is 

min{ '', }

cro cro ( )
q m

i q

P p i


  .                                                                                                               (4) 

Specific parameters for simulation are as follows: the total number of sensor nodes is 

1,000; the deployment area is 100 100m m ; the deployment area is divided into a grid 

composed of 100 10 10u v     cells with size 10 10m m ; the number of keys in original 

key pool is 10,000; the number of keys in node’s key ring is 20. 

From the parameter values above, there are 10 nodes in each group and 100 keys in 

each key pool subset, 1 20q  , and '' 100q q  . 

Figure 4 shows that the bigger q the smaller Pcro. In the case of fixed q, Pcro first 

increases then decreases as q
’’
 increases. Figure 5 gives the value of q

’’
 corresponding to 

the maximum Pcro. Statistical results show that the ideal q
’’
 is 5q. 
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Figure  4. Local Connectivity across Neighboring Groups (Pcro) 
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Figure 5. q’’ Corresponding to the Maximum Pcro 

 
3.2.2. Global Connectivity: When node distribution and key sharing are uniform, global 

connectivity can be estimated using the local connectivity and other network parameters 

according to Erdős-Rényi model [9][10]. A secure link here is established in two different 

conditions: within a group or across neighboring groups. In this improved scheme, key 

predistribution is a random event, since any key has an equal probability of being 

assigned to any node. According to the law of large numbers, the global connectivity can 

be measured by the average of local connectivity in two different conditions. Two nodes 

at the ends of a secure link are deployed independently and each of them is put in any 

given deployment group with an equal probability 
2

1

( )u v . Suppose these two nodes 

establishing a secure link share q
’
 keys, the global connectivity is 

min{ '', }

in cro
glo in cro2 2

' '

1 1
( ( ') ( '))

( ) 2 2( )

q mm

q q q q

P P
P p q p q

u v u v  


   

 
  .                                                 (5) 

Table 2 illustrates the global connectivity value of CPS scheme and our scheme when q 

is different. In our scheme, the global connectivity is composed of the local connectivity 

within a group and cross neighboring groups. It is necessary to consider the number of 

common keys in neighboring key pool subsets for calculating the local connectivity cross 

neighboring groups. The lower limit of this parameter is q and the connectivity is a 

increasing function, so we give the lower limit of the global connectivity value in our 

scheme. The result shows that the improved scheme using deployment knowledge is 

much better than CPS scheme except for q=1 or 2. Strictly speaking, when q=1, it is 

actually EG scheme. Even if q=1 or 2, the improved scheme would also be superior to 

CPS scheme by increasing q
’’
. The global connectivity of CPS scheme decreases 

dramatically as q increases, nevertheless, it reduces much more moderately in our scheme. 
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Table 2.  Global Connectivity of CPS Scheme and the Improved Scheme 

q CPS scheme Our scheme q CPS scheme Our scheme 

1 0.0393  5.3670e-005 11 1.1239e-026  3.9982e-009 

2 7.0664e-004  4.7655e-005 12 7.6062e-030  3.6474e-010 

3 7.6325e-006  4.1217e-005 13 3.7542e-033  2.4095e-011 

4 5.5227e-008  3.0419e-005 14 1.3172e-036  1.1220e-012 

5 2.8337e-010  1.8234e-005 15 3.1691e-040  3.5493e-014 

6 1.0652e-012  8.6366e-006 16 4.9632e-044  7.2363e-016 

7 2.9905e-015  3.1834e-006 17 4.6819e-048  8.7936e-018 

8 6.3344e-018  9.0452e-007 18 2.3460e-052  5.6159e-020 

9 1.0163e-020  1.9654e-007 19 4.9493e-057  1.4935e-022 

10 1.2330e-023  3.2376e-008 20 2.4796e-062  9.3286e-026 

 

3.2.3. Resilience against Node Capture: The goal of this part is to find out how a 

successful attack on some sensor nodes affects the rest. The probability that secure link 

between any two uncompromised nodes can be decrypted by the compromised keys is 

used to measure the network’s resilience against node capture. Since the improved 

scheme is based on CPS scheme and it ensures uniform key distribution, the analysis of 

resilience is similar to CPS scheme except for the probability of setting up a secure link. 

Let the number of captured nodes be x. The probability that a given key has not been 

compromised is 
(1 )

| |

xm

S


. For any secure link, if the session key was the hash of q
’
 shared 

keys, then the probability of that link being compromised is 

'(1 (1 ) )
| |

x qm

S
 

. Two kinds of 

secure link should be considered respectively, and the average value is taken to measure 

the resilience. Hence, the probability that secure link between any two uncompromised 

nodes is compromised when x  nodes have been captured is 

min{ '', }
' ' croin

com

' 'in cro

( ')( ')1
( (1 (1 ) ) (1 (1 ) ) )

2 | | | |

q mm
x q x q

q q q q

p qp qm m
P

S P S P 

       .                                          (6) 

Fix x and q, Pcom decreases as q
’’
 increases. Since ''q q , the upper bound of Pcom is 

calculated by q
’’
=q. As shown in Figure.6, with the same number of nodes captured, Pcom 

is smaller with bigger q. In other words, attacker have to capture more nodes to 

compromise secure links when q is bigger. The resilience of this improved scheme is 

better than EG scheme (q=1), even if half nodes are captured. 
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Figure 6. Probability of other Secure Links Compromised (Pcom) 
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4. Conclusion 

An improved random key predistribution scheme using deployment knowledge is 

introduced in this paper. Compared with EG scheme and CPS scheme, the improved 

scheme considers wireless communication range and takes advantage of the prior 

knowledge about deployment. Compared with existing random key predistribution 

scheme using deployment knowledge, the improved scheme has no limit to key reuse, 

ensuring real random key predistribution; and it is based on CPS scheme rather than EG 

scheme. Simulation experimental results show that the improved scheme gets better 

security connectivity than CPS scheme, and better resilience against node capture than EG 

scheme. 
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